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Abstract: Continuous forecast of bandwidth demand in order to achieve a proper network
planning and dimensioning is one of the key challenges that network operators need to deal
with. The importance of this issue is highlighted with the necessity of proper decision making
regarding capital investments and the permanent increase in traffic volume. Under-investing
in network resources lead to low network performances and hence dissatisfied customers,
while over-investing may cause over-dimensioned capacities which leads to lower resource
utilization and opportunity losses. In that perspective, it is essential to determine whether
current network capacities satisfy bandwidth requirements. If it does, determining relevant
time period is of great significance. As the bandwidth demand increases by the development of
new services, the existing broadband networks need to be upgraded. The growing bottleneck
can be solved rolling out optical access network. These networks are characterized by greater
bandwidth supply enhancement compared to bandwidth demand. That fact emphasizes the
need of appropriate bandwidth forecast. This paper presents model for in optical access
networks future bandwidth demand and network resource utilisation estimation. In order to
appropriately address valid demand of all households in a given area, Monte Carlo simulation
is applied.
Keywords: optical access network, bandwidth, demand, estimation, Monte Carlo simulation.

1. Introduction
T he per manent grow th of customers’
traffic, caused by emerging rich-content
high-rate and bursty applications, such as
video on demand, HDTV (High Definition
Television), real time video, online gaming,
file sharing and cloud computing, is supported
by bandwidth improvement of broadband
access networks. It is expected that traffic
will not only increase in volume, but will
also manifest high bustiness, resulting in
large variations over time and direction by
Kretsis et al. (2014). These phenomena can
only be managed with the abundant capacity
provided by optical networks. In particular,
1

optical access has become essential to provide
multimedia services that require high quality
standards. This fact imposes operators to
focus their efforts on the promotion of models
to consider financial feasibility for optical
deployment. The migration towards optical
networks can be analysed as a multi-period
planning problem according to Reyes et al.
(2014). Demand forecasting, dimensioning
of network infrastructure and processes, as
well as evaluation of costs are needed in order
to overcome this problem. It is necessary to
determine a network deployment strategy
which defines temporal sequence of network
layouts. Network migration also leads to
considerable evaluation of revenues, capital
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and operational expenditures. Thus, the
upgrade plan indicates what investments
are needed at each point in time. Capital
expenditures needed to upgrade the network
from one migration step to another as well as
estimation of annual operational expenditures
are part of the solution. The best deployment
plan should minimize the total costs and
maintain optimal technical performances.
In order to properly obtain optical access
network deployment plan, several aspects
need to be analysed. Some of them are: type
of premises, type of environment (city, open
residential, rural, single households or multidwelling units), appropriate network design
(Greenfield, Brownfield and Overbuild),
network architecture and dimensioning,
costs of infrastructure deployment and costs
for the network operation and maintenance.
Premise is a household or business residence.
In a multi-dwelling unit each household
refers to one premise. Customer is a premise
connected to a network and uses at least
one service on this connection under a
commercial contract according to FTTH
Council - Definition of Terms (2015).
System bringing optical fibre close to the
customer premises refers as FTTP (Fibre
to the Premises). FTTP is a generic term
where optical fibre replaces copper in the
access network. The deployment of fibre
closer to the customer may require the fibre
infrastructure located on public or private
properties. Physical environment, country
conditions, nature of the site and current
telecommunication technology are key
factors in deciding the most appropriate
network design and architecture. Possible
scenar ios are Greenf ield, Brow nf ield
and Overbuild. Greenfield refers to the
situation where network infrastructure is
simultaneously designed and deployed with
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buildings construction. W hen buildings
a re a l ready i n place but t he ex ist i ng
infrastructure is low quality, Brownfield
model is deployed. Another possible solution
is Overbuild which means upgrading of
the existing infrastructure. The choice
of deployment method for optical access
network is determined with capital and
operational costs and reliability of the
network. Major functional requirements
which optical access network need to satisfy
are provision of high-bandwidth services and
content to each customer, a flexible network
architecture design capable to meet future
demand and to support future network
upgrades. Optical access network constitutes
a fibre-based access network, connecting
numerous customers to an access node or
point of presence (POP). Each access node
contains the necessary active equipment.
Different network architectures are possible
depending on the number of customers,
position of splitters and aggregation points.
Variations of FTTP solutions include Fibre
to the Home (FTTH), Fibre to the Building
(FTTB), Fibre to the Curb (FTTC) and
Fibre to the Distribution Point FTTDp.
In order to be classified as FTTH, optical
access net work need to sat isf y t hese
requirements: the access fibre must cross
the customer’s premises boundar y and
terminate inside the premises, on an external
wall of the customer’s premises, or no more
than two meters from an external wall of
the subscriber’s premises. FTTH supports
prov isioning of ser v ices and contents
requiring high bandwidths. It is worth noting
that FTTH exclude architectures where fibre
terminates in a public or private space before
reaching the premises and where the access
path continues to the customer over a physical
medium other than fibre according to FTTH
Handbook (2014). FTTB is defined as an
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optical access network architecture where the
final connection to the customer’s premises
is a physical medium other than fibre. The
communications path is terminated within
the building for the purpose of provisioning
services for a single building with potentially
multiple customers. In order to be classified as
FTTB, optical access network need to satisfy
these requirements: the fibre must enter the
building, or terminate either on an external
wall of the building or no more than two
meters from an external wall of the building
according to FTTH Council - Definition of
Terms (2015). Another solution allows that
fibre enter at least at one building within a
cluster of buildings on the same property, or
terminate on an external wall of one building
within a cluster of buildings or no more than
two meters from an external wall of one
building within a cluster of buildings on the
same property. Each optical termination box
is connected by a dedicated fibre to a port
in the equipment in the POP, to an optical
splitter which uses shared feeder fibre to
the POP. In order to utilize existing fibres
deployed in particular topologies, switches
are, in some cases placed in the building and
they are interconnected (not individually
connected to the POP). FTTC imply that
each switch/or DSLAM (Digital Subscriber
Line Access Multiplexer) is connected
to the POP via a single fibre or a pair of
fibres. This architecture is often referred
as Active Ethernet, since it requires active
network elements in the field. FTTDp is the
solution with connection of the POP to the
Distribution Point via optical cable and then
from the Distribution Point to the customer’s
premises via existing copper infrastructure.
Due to v irtually unlimited scalabilit y,
FTTH deployments are considered as target
architectures in long term by Tahon et al.
(2014). Thus, all further considerations given
in this paper refer to FTTH.

Network planning and design are of great
importance from technical and business
perspective. In order to minimize financial
risk, large investments in appropriate planning
are required. Improved network planning
is a key for investment optimization and
enhancement of profits. Thus, careful network
planning improves business case and leads to
a cost efficient, scalable network that can be
effectively realized, managed and maintained.
Network design addresses appropriate
selection of nodes which are going to
be included in the network, topology of
the connections between these nodes,
determination of transmission and switching
systems to deploy and equipment at a
particular node. Network planning addresses
traffic balancing, including selection how
particular traffic f low should be routed,
protected, groomed, and what wavelength
in the system spectrum should be assigned
to carr y it. Network planning is being
performed in two time-scales: long-term
and real-time network planning according
to Simmons (2014). The long-term planning
as a rule occurs before a network is deployed
and it consists of a large set of requirements
processing simultaneously. In the case of
real-time network planning, time interval
between planning and provisioning is short
and requirements are processed one at a
time. It is assumed that traffic flows must
be accommodated using available equipment
currently deployed in the network.
Network planning can also be classified as
strategic, high-level and detailed network
planning according to FTTH Handbook
(2014). Strategic network planning has two
major outputs: decision whether and to what
extent the network will be deployed and
choice of what network architecture will be
implemented. High-level network planning
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refers to structural decisions for a particular
geographic planning. These decisions include
the placement of network functions and a
preliminary cost of materials, including the
installation lengths of cables and ducts as well
as quantities for the various types of hardware.
The goal is to adopt the lowest cost network
plan within the boundaries established by the
strategic planning. Detailed network planning
includes network documentation preparation
that can be passed to engineering departments
or construction companies by Bauschert et
al. (2014). The planning of a communication
network depends on the quality of the
planning tool and the demand forecasting.
Network design and its routing policies are
based on the traffic volume estimation that
might be routed through the network in the
future. Considering all difficulties related
to adequate forecasting the traffic volume,
one of the greatest challenges in network
planning is dealing with traffic uncertainty
by Song and Kuipers (2014). If this issue is
not addressed appropriately, the network
operator is often exposed to overprovisioning
and underutilization, resulting in higher
costs. Also, any mechanism that can lead to
higher utilization without effect on reliability
and quality of service will result in higher
revenues. One of the approaches toward better
network utilization is introducing flexibility
into the network. However, regardless of the
level of network flexibility, traffic is generally
stochastic in nature. This is especially notable
in large networks, where an accurate view of
link parameters such as bandwidth utilization
or latency is difficult to obtain.
In order to properly per for m net work
d i mension i ng a nd t hu s ma ke cor rec t
investment decisions, considering permanent
increase in traffic volume, operators must
continuously forecast growth of bandwidth
demand, according to Harstead and Sharpe
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(2015). Often cited sources for bandwidth
demand forecasting are Jacob Nielsen’s Law of
Internet Bandwidth (2014) and Cisco Visual
Networking Index (2015). Nielsen’s Law
indicates a 50 percent year-over-year growth in
a customers’ connection speed. However, this
does not describe bandwidth demanded, but
peak demanded offered according to Harstead
and Sharpe (2015). Cisco Virtual Networking
Index forecasts that overall IP traffic will
grow at a compound annual growth rate of 23
percent from 2014 to 2019. Nevertheless, it is
useful for traffic growth rates, but it measures
only regional demand, not at the customer or
access level and without distinction between
downstream and upstream traffic according
to Harstead and Sharpe (2015).
In this paper, bandwidth demand in Greenfield
network model is analysed applying Monte
Carlo simulation. The aim of our research
is to focus on available contents and their
minimal required bandwidth, which enables
maintenance of customers’ satisfaction.
Relevant parameter in the analysis is content
popularity factor, indicating customers’
preferences and probability of access to a
specific content. Obtained results show that
this model can be a basis for appropriate
network dimensioning and planning. From
business perspective, this model offers insight
in operator’s compromises regarding decisions
in network investment.
The paper is organized as follows. After
introductory remarks, analysis of contents
available in telecommunication market and
content provisioning is given in Section 2.
Literature review of application of Monte
Carlo simulation in optical networks is
presented in Section 3. Proposed model for
bandwidth demand estimation in Greenfield
network deployment is described in Section 4.
Section 5 presents numerical example of model
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application and discussion of obtained results.
Concluding remarks are given in Section 6.

2. Content Provisioning in Optical Access
Networks
Optical Access Network enables provisioning
of a number of different layers, as shown in

Fig. 1: the passive infrastructure involving
ducts, fibres, enclosures, outside plants, the
active network using electrical equipment,
the retail services providing connectivity and
managed services, and customers. Additional
layer located above the retail services layer
and the customers is content layer. This can
be exploited by content providers.

Customers

Retail services (residential, public and business)

Active network (network equipment, business and
operation support)

Passive infrastructure (trenches, ducts
and fibre)

Fig. 1.
Optical Network Layers
Source: FTTH Council - Handbook (2014)
The technological structure described
above has implications on FTTH network
orga n i z at ion a nd operat ion. Pa ssive
infrastructure involves physical elements
required to build the optical network. It
includes fibre, trenches, ducts and poles
on which it is deployed, fibre enclosures,
optical distribution frames, patch panels
and splicing shelves. Activities on this layer
also include network route planning, rightof-way negotiations as well as civil works
used to install the fibre. Active network
refers to electronic network equipment and
operational support systems required to

commercialize the fibre connectivity. The
party in charge of this layer is responsible
for design, construction and operation of
the active equipment of the optical network.
Retail services are being introduced once
the passive and active layers are established.
The party responsible for this layer provides
technical support, customer acquisition,
marketing strategies and customer service.
Each of above mentioned network layer has
a corresponding function. The network
owner, with possibility of outsourcing its
construction to a third party, is in charge
of the first layer. The network operator is
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the owner of the active equipment. Retail
services are provided by ISP (Internet
Service Providers).
Players on t he content layer ca n be
disting uished according to a specif ic
functionalities on Content and Application
P rov ider s (C A Ps) a nd Content a nd
Application Customers, different types of
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) as well
as Content Deliver y Networks (CDN)
according to BER EC Report BoR (12)
130 (2012). Usually, these players perform
different combinations of functionalities. In
that sense, content and application customers
may provide content and applications at the
same time, depending on whether or to what
degree an operator’s business model implies
vertical integration. Contractual relations
between these players on Content layer of
an optical network are illustrated in the
Fig. 2. Both CAPs and customers interact
as producers on the content and applications
market, as shown by the red lines on the
Fig. 2. ISPs enable access to the CAPs and
to the customers (blue lines on the Fig. 2).
Interconnection between ISPs is enabled on
the wholesale level (green area in the Fig. 2).

Generally, Internet consists of interconnected
net work s, k now n as AS (Autonomous
Systems), forming a common network layer for
traffic exchange between CAPs and customers.
This distinction of application and network
layers is essential and has recently been termed
“over the top” provision. Hence, mutual
interactions of CAPs and customers are carried
out at the application layer. CAPs create and
aggregate content including web pages, blogs,
movies, photos, and/or applications including
search engines, messaging applications. In
order to provide content to the customers,
interconnection between CAPs and ISPs
is necessary. Hosting services may also be
needed by CAPs. CAPs main functionality is
content creation and aggregation. Also, they
can establish their own hosting capabilities
or deploy their own network infrastructure.
CAPs encompass numerous different players
such as: platforms enabling transactions (e.g.
Amazon, eBay, etc.), social platforms (e.g.
Facebook), search engines (e.g. Google, Bing),
live and on-demand radio and video services
(e.g. broadcasters), entertainment services
(e.g. Youtube, Dailymotion, etc.), application
providers (e.g. Skype), video on demand (e.g.
Netflix).
CU

CAP

ST

CAP
CAP

Content and Application
markets
CDNs

Internet Access and Connectivity markets
ISPs
ISP
IXP
ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP
ISP

ISP

Wholesale Interconnection Markets

Fig. 2.
Relations between Different Players in Content Provisioning Process
Source: BEREC Report BoR (12) 130 (2012)
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Term content customer refers to both
residential and business customers of a
broadband access in their function of passively
consuming content. Generally, Content and
Application customers form downstream
traffic volume in consuming the content
provided by the CAPs. This can be provided
by over-the-top providers or by the ISPs of
the Content and Application customers.
Overlapping between Content and Application
customers and CAPs is possible. Players
that predominantly act as customers may, in
certain situations, act as CAPs and provide
content and services or applications, e.g.
Youtube videos, Internet blogs, etc. Customers
can generate revenues using their connections
for actions on different product markets,
such as selling on eBay. Also, government
agencies provide services over the Internet,
e-Government. These different types of
customers provide their services and products
over-the-top, as this is done independently
from the connectivity functionality provided
by ISPs. Retail Content and Application
customers are private households whereas
business users may range from small to large
business and industry customers.
Generally, term ISP is related to operators
selling broadband access and connectivity
to the Internet at the retail level and at the
wholesale level through transit and other
forms of interconnection. They provide
connectivity for different types of customers,
whether it is Content Application Customer
or CAPs. In accordance to the main customer
group, ISPs can be classified as: Eyeball ISPs,
Backbone ISPs and other ISPs.
Eyeba l l I S Ps predom i n a nt l y en able
connectivity to Content and Application
customers on the retail broadband and
Internet access market as core functionality.

Additional functionalities include enabling
connectivity to CAPs and providing services
over the customers’ broadband connection
bundled with the Internet access that
competes with over-the-top providers. One
of the goals of the provisioning of these
additional services can be enhancement
of customers’ loyalt y. A lso, ISPs may
provide their own over-the-top content and
applications.
Backbone ISPs provide transit services for
other ISPs. Mainly, they provide wholesale
services for third parties. However, vertical
i ntercon nec t ion i n order to prov ide
connectivity to large customers is also
possible.
Other ISPs primarily provide connectivity
to CAPs. They generate revenues from
the provision of connectivity to CAPs. In
order to enable content provisioning to
the customers, these ISPs need to unsure
upstream capacity through transit or peering
arrangements. This function is similar to
functions of Eyeball ISPs.
CDNs serve as aggregators of content on
behalf of CAPs. Their function is delivering
content closer to the terminating network.
CDN is a system of servers, deployed at the
edge of terminating ISPs network, which
CAPs can use for content distribution.
CDNs’ existence does not interfere with
the network layer of the ISPs. Connectivity is
not provided by CDNs, but they can operate
on top of the network layer on upper layers.
Thus, they can be even classified as CAPs
on the Internet (grey CDN box in the Fig.
2). The case when CDNs operate their
own network beside functionalities at the
application layer is shown by grey/green
colour in the Fig. 2.
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CDNs’ servers are placed at various locations
at the network edges in order to enable
efficient access from any customers’ location.
Thus, better performances are assured by
replicating content over the mirrored servers
with the aim of dealing with irregularities
in content requests. Thus, stored content is
protected from unauthorised modification.
Customers are being redirected to the
servers nearest to them. This approach
reduces network impact on the response
time of customers’ requests. Customers’
perceived service quality, e.g. when web
browsing videos, is enhanced by the reduced
networks’ impact on the end-to-end quality
of service. Different services provided by
CDNs are targeted at the different types
of content, such as video services, game
services, software distribution updates,
which content providers distribute. Each
type of content has its own characteristics,
such as data volume, upstream and or
downstream traffic, peak traffic, for which
different CDNs can provide added value.
There is a wide variety of CDN providers,
ranging from CDNs providing only core
functionalities, via providers operating as a
network, network providers and ISPs, CAPs,
to equipment and solution vendors that are
also positioning in the market.

3. Review of Monte Carlo Simulation
Application in Optical Networks
Monte Carlo simulation is a numerical
stochastic process, a sequence of random
events. Generally, the outcome of a random
event can be mapped into a numerical value.
Monte Carlo simulation involves deliberate
usage of random numbers in a calculation
that has the structure of a stochastic process,
which comprises a sequence of states whose
evolution is determined by random events
according to Kalos and Whitlock (2008).
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The application of Monte Carlo simulation
is widespread in many scientific areas.
Expansion of bandwidth demanding services
and applications have led to exponential
growth of Internet traffic. Uncertainty
in predicting the sources of this traffic is
increased due to ever changing models of
content providers over the Internet. To
properly address this challenge, Elastic Optical
Networks (EON) may be a solution. These are
flexible and adaptive networks equipped with
flexible transceivers and network elements
that can adapt to the actual traffic needs by
Gerstel et al. (2012). Bandwidth fragmentation
is one of the essential issues in EONs. The
effect of bandwidth fragmentation on the
blocking probability in EONs is addressed
by Weiran et al. (2013). Their theoretical
model forecasts trend of blocking probability
changes with bandwidth fragmentation and
it reveals the relation among the blocking
probabilit y, bandw idth fragmentation,
requested bandw idth distribution and
spectrum utilization. In order to verify the
theoretical analysis, Monte Carlo simulations
are performed.
In order to evaluate the availability of
complex network structures with possible
dependent failures Monte Carlo simulation
can be used according to Wosinska et al.
(2009). Optical transport network represents
backbone of moder n com mu n icat ion
systems. Due to their ubiquitous deployment,
these networks are disposed to failures. The
availability of optical transport networks
using Monte Carlo sampling techniques is
analysed by Booker et al. (2008).
In optical networks, a group of logically
distinct links can unintentionally share a
physical resource. Such a group of links can
lead to a situation where a single failure of
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common resource can cause multiple failures.
Failure of common resource usually occurs
due to physical force and causes failures
of multiple links. The impact of physical
length of previously mentioned group of links
on network availability can be evaluated
using Monte Carlo simulation. This issue is
considered by Miletic et al. (2013).
Different technology options are available
to operators for FTTH network deployment
strategy decisions. There are numerous
technical, economic and business drivers
that affect the right choice for each specific
network situation. Determination of key
parameters that are critical to the decision
making in modelling network economics is
often challenging, especially in a network
model with a large number of parameters.
Operator must take a risk of choosing an
incorrect technology if any of key parameters
are not identified and cost optimized. In
order to obtain so far as possible accurate
results, cost parameters can be analysed
using Monte Carlo simulations, as suggested
by Kulkarni et al. (2010).
Although FTTH introduction has many
benefits, many operators are reluctant to
roll out FTTH infrastructure due to its
high investment costs. A possible solution
may be involvement of local community
in FTTH deployment. A detailed technoeconomic study with cost/benefit analysis
is necessary. As the introduction of a new
technology involves a lot of uncertainties,
determination of the most inf luencing
parameters is essential. In order to obtain
general forecast of the outcome, Monte Carlo
simulation is used by Lannoo et al. (2008).
Optical wireless communication refers
to transmission in unguided propagation
media through the use of optical carriers,

in visible, infrared and ultraviolet bands.
These are widely referred to as free space
optical (FSO) communication. FSO systems
enable high bit rate communication between
two fixed points over distances up to several
kilometres. Despite the major advantages of
FSO technology and variety of its application
areas, its widespread use is restricted by its
low link reliability particularly in long ranges
due to atmospheric turbulence-induced
fading and sensitivity to weather conditions.
However, the channel delay spread as a result
of beam scattering due to fog or rain is shown
as insignificant by Grabner and Kvicera
(2014), who used Monte Carlo simulations
to quantify delay spread.
Investment potential and risk analysis
of FTTH deployment is considered and
compared with FSO by Rokkas et al. (2014).
The tariffs, broadband penetration, price of
FSO components and network operation
cost where identified as parameters with
the greatest impact to the project. For each
of the selected parameter, the default value,
the upper and lower limits, the optimistic,
the pessimistic value and the confidence
interval are determined. The distribution
of these parameters was the input for Monte
Carlo simulations.
The bit error rate (BER) is one of the most
important performance parameter of a digital
communication system. Complexity of optical
links has inf luence on nonlinear effects,
requiring efficient numerical algorithms
for BER estimation. The most widespread
algorithm for BER estimation is based on
Monte Carlo simulations. This algorithm is
adequate for any set-up with the desired error
confidence. The applicability of Monte Carlo
simulation lies in its simplicity and its accuracy
can be associated with a reliable and simple
parameter according to Serena et al. (2009).
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Bandwidth demand forecasting using Monte
Carlo simulations is observed by Harstead
and Sharpe (2015) in order to quantify
the number of concurrent video streams,
the shifting mix of standard definition,
high definition, and ultra-high definition
resolutions, multicast gain, and the trend
from multicast to unicast delivery of these
streams. However, this research neglects
other content t y pes and its inf luence
on overall bandwidth demand. Also, the
probability of access to these contents
has not been considered. The aim of this
paper is to obtain realistic results for total
bandwidth demand in content provisioning
with consideration of content popularity.

4. Problem Statement
In this paper we propose algorithm for
bandwidth demand estimation. We assume
optical access network deployment in a
certain geographic area. Estimation of total
bandwidth demand necessary for delivering
available contents in the periods of high and
normal traffic load is performed applying
Monte Carlo simulation. Greenfield scenario
of network deployment is assumed. The total
number of customer premises on a given
territory is denoted by N. Under-investing
in network resources lead to low network
performances, while over-investing cause low
resource utilization. Thus, network planning
and dimensioning must be appropriately
determined in order to enable efficient
network resource utilization. In order to
appropriately estimate bandwidth demand
and obtain essential data for net work
planning and dimensioning, provisioning of
contents with high bandwidth requirements
is considered. Mostly, these are v ideo
contents, participating with 80-90% of
global Internet traffic, according to Cisco
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(2015). Let us assume a set of contents
available to the customers by C = {c1, c 2 ,
, m ) requires a
... cm}. Each content ci, i ∈ (1(1,m)
certain minimal bandwidth denoted with
di, which assures that customers’ experience
in content provisioning is satisfactory.
One of the most important parameter
related to content provisioning demand is
content’s popularity. Estimation of content
popularity is very helpful for provider’s
business processes. There are numerous
different patterns for content popularity
evolution, making its prediction difficult
according to Jiqiang et al. (2014). Before
customer makes decision to access to certain
content, there is an underlying process to
disseminate all available information about
that content. Also, availability of some form
of recommendation, whether it is via direct
marketing, customer-target marketing or
word-of-mouth via social networking is used
in forming that decision. Once a customer
becomes aware of the content availability, he/
she makes an independent decision about the
access to certain content, based on interest
level and other factors such as availability of
other choices. This represents the customer
reaction process. These processes establish
certain content’s popularity. In this paper,
we introduce the content ci, popularity factor
m
denoted by qi. It is assumed that i∑=1qi = 1 in order
to indicate the probability that customers will
require access to certain content.
Being a discrete distribution, the number
of si mu lt a neou s request for content
provisioning for each premise in period with
high traffic load is determined by Poisson
distribution with the parameter λ = 1,8 .
Value of parameter λ is assumed to be equal
to the parameter used in the analysis of
Harstead and Sharpe (2015). The resulting
probability distribution is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3.
Number of Simultaneous Requests for Content Provisioning per Premise in Normal Traffic Load Period
Accordingly, the number of simultaneous
requests for a content provisioning for
each premise in normal traffic load period
is determined by Poisson distribution with
the parameter λ = 1,2 , as described in the
analysis of Harstead and Sharpe (2015). The
resulting probability distribution for normal
traffic load is shown in Fig. 4.

For each prem i se, t he nu mber of
simultaneous requests in the period of high
traffic load is randomly selected according
to the probability distribution shown in
Fig. 3. In the case of normal traffic load,
the number of simultaneous requests per
premise is randomly selected according to
the probability distribution shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4.
Number of Simultaneous Requests for Content Provisioning per Premise in High Traffic Load Period
The next step is to determine which request
refers to which content applying Monte
Carlo simulation. The discrete distribution
determining the type of the content is
function of the content popularity factor

q i . This step is repeated for each request
for a content provisioning. Procedure for
bandwidth demand determination proposed
in this paper is repeated 10 000 times for
each premise. Total bandwidth demand per
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content is obtained multiplying minimal
required bandwidth for a given content
with total number of simultaneous requests
for that content provisioning. The total
bandwidth demand is obtained as a sum

Customers’ premises

of all bandwidth demands for all content
types. The algorithm for determination of
total bandwidth demand in certain area we
propose in our research is schematically
given in the Fig. 5.

Determination of
simultaneous requests for
content provisioning for
each premise

Determination of
corresponding content
for each request for
content provisioning

Determination of total
bandwidth demand

Fig. 5.
Descriptive Algorithm for Total Bandwidth Demand Calculation

5. Numerical Example
We assumed that observed geographical
area consists of N = 50 premises. This
assumption can represent either residential
area or small enterprises with N different
premises included in it. Residential area can

be observed as the suburb area with separated
households, or as a single multi-dwelling
unit. Greenfield scenario is assumed. We
also assumed that there are five content
types available to the customers i = 1, 2,..., 5.
Minimal required bandwidth corresponding
to the certain content i is given in Table 1.

Table 1
Assumed Minimal Required Bandwidths Corresponding to the Contents
Content i
Minimal required bandwidth
for content i (Mb/s)

1

2

3

4

5

2,2

1,3

3,2

0,8

4,7

Discrete d ist r ibut ion of t he content
popularity factor is assumed to be as shown
in (1):
2
3
4
5
1


0
,
1
0
,
2
0
,
3
0
,
3
0
,1


(1)

Bandwidth demand is estimated using Monte
Carlo simulations, applying 10 000 iterations
for both normal and high traffic load period.
Fig. 6 shows total bandwidth demand in
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the period of normal traffic load. These
results present frequency of estimated total
bandwidth appearance in 10 000 iterations.
For the assumed values of minimal required
bandwidth corresponding to the contents,
it can be noted that maximal frequency of
bandwidth demand is around 135 Mb/s.
Extreme values for total bandwidth demand
have low frequency. Hence, these data can
be essential for network planning and
dimensioning since network utilization can
be estimated.
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Fig. 6.
Total Bandwidth Demand for Normal Traffic Load Period
Total bandwidth demand for the period
of high traffic load is shown in Fig. 7.
Comparing obtained results with the results
obtained for period of normal traffic load, the

total bandwidth demand has higher values,
as expected to be. The most frequently
requested bandwidth is approximately 195
Mb/s.

Fig. 7.
Total Bandwidth Demand for High Traffic Load Period
According to the assumed minimal required
bandw idth for corresponding content
and estimated bandwidth demand using
proposed algorithm, network resource
utilization is shown in Table 2.
Network resource utilization as a function
of assumed network capacity in the periods
of normal and high traffic load is presented.
This table also shows percentage of lost
requests for content provisioning in observed

network according to simulation results
obtained in our numerical example.
I n order to ensure ef f icient business
operations operator must encompass truthful
results for bandwidth demand regarding
area of interest. Consideration of peak
values for estimated bandwidth demand in
both normal and high traffic load periods
enables an insight in necessary investments
in network capacities.
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Table 2
Analysis of Network Resource Utilization According to Monte Carlo Simulation
Available network
bandwidth (Mb/s)

130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210

Percentage of
Percentage of used
lost requests
Percentage of used
bandwidth for
for content
bandwidth for high
normal traffic load
provisioning for
traffic load period
period
normal traffic load
period
95
100
7
91
100
3
86
100
1
82
100
0
77
99
0
73
98
0
69
96
0
66
94
0
63
91
0

Insufficient network capacity leads to high
percentage of lost requests for content
provisioning. That situation increases costs
in the form of penalties for noncompliance
of network requirements. However, high
network capacity leads to over-provisioning
a nd low resou rce ut i l izat ion. I n t he
numerical example given in this paper,
optimal network capacity would be 200
Mb/s. This value provides enough resources
to satisfy customers’ requirements even in
the period of high traffic load period. Also, it
has acceptably low percentage of lost requests
for content provisioning.

6. Conclusion
Continuous growth of bandwidth demand
in telecommunication networks is supported
by improvement of broadband access and
emerging services. Previous estimations for
traffic volume are exceeded. This challenge
requires solutions enable to satisfy future
bandwidth demands. Considering advantages
of optical access networks over other access
solutions regarding bandwidth supply, these
networks are seen as long-term solution.
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Percentage of
lost requests
for content
provisioning for
high traffic load
period
51
40
31
23
16
11
7
4
2

However, deployment of optical networks
requires high investments. Network planning
and dimensioning are of great importance
for investment optimization. Operators
need realistic data of bandwidth demand in
order to avoid under-provisioning and overprovisioning. Both situations increase costs
and lead to inefficient resource utilization.
This paper presents model for bandwidth
demand estimation in optical access network.
Residential area with Greenfield network
deployment is observed. Content popularity
factor is introduced as a relevant parameter
in content provisioning analysis. This factor
enables an insight in customers’ preferences
and its impact in bandwidth demand. In
order to obtain realistic bandwidth demand,
Monte Carlo simulation is used. Model
proposed in this paper is convenient for
estimation of network resource utilization
in the periods of normal and high traffic
load periods.
Further research is focused on economical
extension of this model. Compromises
bet ween technica l requirements that
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operators need to accomplish in order to
create network capable to meet bandwidth
demand and profitability of such network
will be the subject for future work.
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